
MPLS Network Savings: $426,804
negotiated access costs, signing bonus; optimized network performance.

Fiber Network Savings: $130,000
Managed fiber deployment; negotiated shorter build interval;  reduced contract costs.

Optimization Savings: $519,943
Identified and streamlined unnecessary services; provided efficient cost-saving 
technological solutions.

Voice Service Savings: $736,127
Recommended alternate carrier: reduced calling costs, increased customer service.

Today’s requirement: 
DO MORE WITH LESS

You hear it everywhere, and 
Blues’ IT departments are no 
exception. Cut costs. Improve 
efficiencies. grow the business.

Xela Communications, a
national Telecommunications
Program Management firm,
recovered over $1.1M for IBC in
overbilled charges and deliv-
ered $1.8M in annual-sustain-
able, telecom cost-reduction.

Xela is currently working
with IBC to evolve its voice and 
data infrastructure to voIP 
for greater cost savings and
operating efficiencies. 

Xela’s proprietary 
methodology will 
ENSURE OPTIMAL VALUE

using detailed analytics, Xela
achieves unparalleled savings
through greater transparency
resulting from, and applying
to, the following steps.

1. Contract Matrix
2. Service/Cost Inventory
3. Roadmap of Action
4. Program Management
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Xela Communications
saved IBC $2.9M+

Contact Adam Park 
732.483.2060

APark@xelallc.com

What Xela is NOT: As a Trusted Advisor:

Traditional
Auditor

We do not merely
search for inaccurate
billing and rely on 
one-time findings.

We inventory invoices for a 
complete understanding of 
existing services and associated
costs; always with a strategic 
vision.

Sky High
Consulting
Firm

We do not charge high
fees for a conceptual
high-level overview.

We provide granular detail,
ground-level instruction and 
executive reporting for 
actionable results.

Telecom
Provider

Xela’s solutions are not
limited to the products
and services of a single
provider.

Xela’s solutions are holistic in 
scope to deliver enterprise-wide
value for business continuity, 
DR and cost containment. 

Xela’s advisory approach is truly unique

“Xela has become a trusted advisor to our 
organization. Their management tools 

help me make the right cost-
saving decisions quickly.”

~ NICK ROBAK

In addition, Xela negotiated…
One-Time Recoveries/Reimbursements: $1,125,800

Figures as of 3/2011

IBC CASE STUDY: Operating Expense Reduction: $1,812,874

(Design cycle 2: 4/7/11)


